The Greatest Cannabis Cookbook Ever Written - Marijuana Desserts
Edition: Have you ever DREAMED to COOK MARIJUANA
DESSERTS like professionals do?
This book teaches you how to cook and
prepare desserts from marijuana. Each
person is different, so make sure the right
dose is used. This is done by
experimentation. Try using a little at first,
and then try more if you did not feel the
desired affects.
Please read the entire
section on safety and dosage before trying
any of these recipes. All recipes in this
book are made with either cannabutter,
cannamilk, or THC infused oil. Please
make sure that you have the required
amount made before beginning any of the
recipes. Recipes for all three cannabis
infused ingredients can be found in the
preceding pages. Remember to snack
responsibly and to check your dosage. Not
everyone is the same and what is good for
you might not be good for your friends.
Start with a small bite and wait and see
how it feels. If you need more, eat more.
You can always eat more but you cant take
it back if you take too much. Bon Appetite!
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